Introduction

Fast scanning techniques such as Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) suffer from Nyquist ghosts due to signal discontinuities between even and odd echoes. Reference scans are commonly used to offset phase errors between even and odd echoes [1]. A fundamental limitation of reference scans is that they are acquired once prior to the EPI acquisition for the prescribed imaging orientation. The reference scan method therefore cannot correct for changes that occur during EPI scanning itself, limiting the effectiveness of ghost reduction for dynamic real-time scanning, such as neuro-functional MRI (fMRI).

FMRI studies in particular are extremely sensitive to signal instability over time. Since global head motion is a major source of signal instability, prospective motion correction schemes have been introduced in which the scan plane is dynamically altered to track with the subject’s head [2-4]. However, alteration of the scan plane orientation itself causes fluctuation in both ghost intensity and distribution [5], potentially affecting detection of functional activation.

To address the problem of dynamic changes in even-odd echo alignment and spacing during EPI, we are investigating an alternative ghost reduction scheme. Autocorrection, a method of iteratively applying phase corrections to raw data and assessing image improvement from an image-based metric, has been shown to reduce view-to-view motion artifacts in several clinical applications [6,7]. Modifications of the autocorrection algorithm to instead apply phase corrections specific to EPI could potentially provide an effective method of Nyquist ghost reduction for each individual image in a time series. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether the autocorrection method was capable of reducing Nyquist ghosting, assess the stability of autocorrection over time, and also assess the ability of autocorrection to reduce ghosting in the presence of dynamic changes in scan orientation.

Methods

Three experiments were performed to test the benefit of autocorrection for EPI ghost reduction. For all experiments, the autocorrection algorithm corrected two parameters commonly known to induce Nyquist ghosts in EPI: even-odd echo alignment in the frequency-encoding direction and even-odd echo spacing in the phase-encoding direction [5]. Processing was performed independently first for echo alignment, and then for echo spacing. Entropy, which seeks to maximize the black areas in an image, was used as the image-based metric. A uniform, spherical phantom was imaged.

In this initial implementation of autocorrection for EPI ghost reduction, we allowed only two parameters to vary. Improvements could be made, such as allowing parameters to vary for each line of k-space, or modeling additional effects known to cause EPI ghosting. However, even with this simplistic implementation, the method performed as well as, if not better than, the reference scan correction. Currently, since a single parameter is applied either to all even or odd echoes, each image was split into two image data sets consisting of either even or odd echoes. After phase correction, the images were combined for evaluation of the image-based cost function. Thus, only two FFTs were required per image, and the autocorrection algorithm converged to a minimum within 30 msec with non-optimized code on a standard computer.

In conclusion, the initial implementation of autocorrection for EPI ghost reduction performs as well as the standard reference scan correction, and is more stable over time and with dynamic changes in image orientation. Thus, it should be beneficial to dynamic scanning techniques, especially those dependent on signal stability over time.

Results

Figure 1 shows the average ghost-to-image intensity ratios for all image slices in Experiment 1. Autocorrection of the original data performed as well as the reference scan, and autocorrection provided a slight improvement for the reference scan corrected data. On a slice-by-slice basis, the ghost-to-signal intensity ratio of the reference scan correction varied by as much as 60% whereas the autocorrected images varied by only 20%. Thus, the ghosting properties of the autocorrected scans are more uniform across the volume.

In Experiment 2, autocorrection reduced the average signal variance by 15% over the uncorrected image series. Figure 2 shows the record of echo alignment values determined by the autocorrection algorithm for two slices. Note a slow drift in echo alignment over time, which would have been missed by the reference scan method.

Experiment 3 showed that autocorrection produced lower ghost-to-image intensity and greater uniformity across scan orientations than either uncorrected or reference scan corrected data. Figure 3 shows the ghost-to-image intensity ratios plotted against the rotation angles for each case. Inspection of cine loops of the data from Experiment 3 also showed the ghosts in the original images to undergo large changes in spatial distribution of ghost intensity, whereas the autocorrected images had more spatially uniform ghosts over varying rotation angles.

Discussion

In this initial implementation of autocorrection for EPI ghost reduction, we allowed only two parameters to vary. Improvements could be made, such as allowing parameters to vary for each line of k-space, or modeling additional effects known to cause EPI ghosting. However, even with this simplistic implementation, the method performed as well as, if not better than, the reference scan correction. Currently, since a single parameter is applied either to all even or odd echoes, each image was split into two image data sets consisting of either even or odd echoes. After phase correction, the images were combined for evaluation of the image-based cost function. Thus, only two FFTs were required per image, and the autocorrection algorithm converged to a minimum within 30 msec with non-optimized code on a standard computer.

In conclusion, the initial implementation of autocorrection for EPI ghost reduction performs as well as the standard reference scan correction, and is more stable over time and with dynamic changes in image orientation. Thus, it should be beneficial to dynamic scanning techniques, especially those dependent on signal stability over time.
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